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Cleo Tighe and Danny Casio, two members of The Six, will be discussing their work as songwriters
working within the music industry. Their story is one of perseverance, hard work and success. This is
a rare opportunity to glimpse inside the complicated world of commercial music. The evening will be
punctuated with recorded footage showing the creative process of songs from their inception to
their release into the charts.
The Six
‘The Six’ are a dynamic and up and coming songwriting group with an exciting reputation within the
music industry. They have a platinum disc for the song ‘Real Love’ to their name as well as a platinum
album disc for Jess Glynne. They also achieved a number 1 gold album disc for Rudimental. Other
notable credits include Gorgon City, Reggie 'N' Bollie from The X Factor and numerous dance
artists. They have some imminent single releases coming out for two world renowned super stars,
but details cannot be released for publicity reasons.
Cleo and Danny have written with Paloma Faith, Lily Allen, Jess Glynne and Craig David to name just a
few. They have also worked on material for many other artists in conjunction with famous producers
including Snake Hips, Freedo, Starsmith, Knox Brown, The Electric, and Saltwives, who between them
produce Ellie Goulding, Little Mix, Rihanna, Zayn Malik, Sam Smith, Emile Sande and Naughty Boy to
name a few.
They have just signed a record deal with Parlophone Records and are currently busy writing material
ready to launch as a band later this year.
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